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Q. 1  A) Rewrite the following by choosing correct option.      [4] 
   1. Field - visits are extremely useful for understanding the correction between humans 

  and ……..….... 

    (a) Villages     (b) environment   

     (c) Non - living organism       (d) forest  

  2. During Earthquakes and volcanoes, a tremendous energy is released by ............. in 

the mantle.  

    (a) Molten lava    (b) Radioactive material  

    (c) Helium atoms    (d) none of the above  

   3. .......... occurs in rocks which have iron content in them. 

    (a) Oxidation     (b) Carbonation  

    (c) Solution     (d) Disintegration   

   4. The enterprises related to the production, distribution & consumption of goods & 

   sources in a specific region is called an .................   

    (a) Counter     (b) territory  

    (c) Geographic region   (d) economy     
   

   B) Odd man out:            [4] 

    1.  Forest, Release of Pressure, oxidation, water  

    2.  Rock falls, Landslides, In - situ, solifluction  

    3.  Marketing, Import, export, Retail.  

    4.  Lava, seismic waves, landslides, storms.   

Q. 2  A) Graph / Maps / Flow chart : [Any 2]          [4] 

   1. Create flowchart showing the types of trade.  

  2.  In the following table, export - import of some countries in the year 2014 -15 is given 

in million U. S. dollars. Make a compound bar graph of the given statistical 

information. Read the bar diagram carefully and comment upon the balance of 

payments of the respective countries.   

     

  

 

 

 

   

   3. Complete the flow chart:  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Country  Export  Import  

China  2143 1960 

India  272 380 

Brazil  190 241 

USA  1510 2380 
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 B) Short Notes: [Any 2]        [4] 

  1. What is oxidation?  

  2. What is carbonation?  

  3. What is Balance of trade?  

  4.  Globalization.  

  

Q. 3  A) Give Reasons: [Any 3]                           [6] 

   1. Honeycomb like holes are soon in some rocks near sea.  

   2. There is a difference in formation of Meghalaya plateau & the Deccan plateau.  

   3.  Economy begins at home.  

   4. On the bases of economies, we can divide counters into 3 groups.   

   5. Isopleth maps are used to show location.   

B)  25-30 words: [Any 2]        [4] 

 1. How does biological weathers own.  

 2. Objectives of WTO.  

 3.  A planned city of your Imagination.   

Q. 4    Paragraph read & answer the following questions.              [4]  

  The selling price of the product also increases. Also, defective products can be recalled 

from the marker. Therefore, in today’s era, marketing is a vital part of trading systems.  

  Advertisements making the customers feel the need to buy the goods are on the rise.  

  In recent times, information technology and media have affected the marketing systems 

deeply. Because of the revolution in the field of information technology, the whole world 

has become a big market. Through internet we can get information about the production 

taking place in various countries. This makes numerous options available to the 

customers. It is due to internet that customers can use facilities like ‘online trading’, ‘e 

- marketing’, etc.  

  1. What makes customers feel the need to buy goods?  

  2. What affected marketing systems deeply?  

  3. Which products can be recalled from the markets?  

  4. What other facilities are useful for customer due to internet?  

Q. 5    Answer in brief: (Any 2)                      [10] 

  1. How is the magnitude of the earthquake related to the collapse of house?  

  2. What is Mechanical weathering? Explain.  

  3.  Distinguish between - Domestic trade & International trade.  

  4.  Causes of earthquake.    

 

 

* Best of Luck * 


